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Resumo
Neste trabalho mostramos que o problema de Cauchy associado a equagao de

Kadomtsev-Petviashvilli generalizada, a saber,
(Btu — iP(D)u + a(u)8xu)z + 73311 = 0

onde P(D) é um operador pseudo—diferential cujo sfmbolo é uma fungéo real,
fmpar e de crescimento polinomial, é localmente bem—posto nos espagos de Sobolev
H;(R2) e HS(R2), para 3 > 2. No caso periodico usamos a, Teoria. quasi-linear .

de Kato e no caso nio-periédico usamos regularizagéo parabolica. Em ambos os
casos provamos que o tempo de existéncia néo depende do expoente de Sobolev,
s, desde que 3 > 2.
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ABSTRACT. We discuss the local Cauchy problem for the generalized
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation, namely (Btu — iP(D)u + a(u)3,u),+
+76§u = 0, in the periodic and non-periodic settings.

1. Introduction
In this work we consider the Cauchy problem

(Btu — iP(D)u + a(u)3zu)z + 783u = 0 (1.1)
u(0; m,y) = ¢(a:,y) (1.2)

with periodic and non-periodic boundary conditions. In the periodic case
we assume that

A
(P(D)¢)(m,n) = P(m)¢(m,n) (mm) 6 Z2 ‘ (1-3)

where p = p(1n), m E Z is a real continuous function such that
|p(m)| S Ck|m|l |m| >>1 le {2,3,...} p(0) = O (1.4)

In the non-periodic case we make a similar assumption, namelyA A
(P(D)¢)(§,n) = p(§)¢(£,n) (6,77) G IR? (L5)

where p = p(£), if E [R is a real odd continuous function such that
Ip(6)ISCkI€I' If! >>1 l€{2,3,---} (1-6)

In the periodic case, our purpose is to extend recent results of Isaza, Maj ia
and Stallbohm ([5]) and in the non~periodic case we will extend the results
of S.Ukay ([14]) and J.C. Saut ([13]) . We will be more precise further on.
The usual Kadomtsev—Petviashvili equation (KP) (p(m) = m3 or p(§) =

= 53 and a(u) = u) describes, for instance, the propagation of long nonlinear
waves along the x—axis on the surface of a liquid when the variation along
the y—axis proceeds slowly. It is a. two-dimensional generalization of the
Korteweg-de Vries equation (see [11]).

fThis work was made while the author was visiting IMECC—Unicamp. Partially sup-
ported by FAPESP.

IPartially supported by CNPq.
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The Cauchy problem associated to KP has been solved globally, using
the inverse scattering method, in the Sobolev spaces W"2(1Rz)fl W"1(IRz),
s 2 10 ([15]). S.Ukai obtained local existence and uniqueness in the Sobolev
spaces H’(R2) = W"2(IR2), with s 2 3 and some further restrictions.
Uniqueness of solutions for (G-KP) (p(m) = m3) was obtained in [16] in the
periodic case . Global well-posedness for (KP) in L2(H), H = [O, 27r] x [O, 21r],
was established by J.Bourgain in [2]. His method is based on an analysis of
multiple Fourier series and in his case 7 must be positive. Finally, the quasi—

linear theory of Kato ([6], [7], [8]) was used to show that (KP) is locally
well—posed in H’(H), s 2 3 ([5]). In what-follows we show, in particular,
that their result can be extended to the case 3 > 2. This also extends
the results of [14] and [16]. J.C. Saut obtained a blow-up result for the
non—periodic case when a(u) = up, p 2 4 and 7 = —1 ([13]).
It should be remarked that in the periodic case we will apply the quasi-

linear Kato’s theory to prove the local well-posedness for s > 2 . In the non-
periodic case the existence and uniqueness result will be established using
parabolic regularization (as in the proof of theorem (2.1) of [4]). Continuous
dependence can then be established using the Bona—Smith approximations
([3]). We pointed out below why we didn’t apply the Kato’s theory in the
non—periodic case.
Our main result are, as follows:

Theorem 1.1. : (periodic case)
1. Let (15 6 Xfi, s > 2 and a E C°°(IR) . Then there exist a T =

T(s, l|d>||,) > O and a unique u = u(t) which satisfies

“6 C([0,T];X;)nC'([0,T];X;“) (1-7)

solution of (LU-(1.2). Moreover, the map (1) —> ud, is continuous in
the ||.||s—nor7n as usual, i.e., if (bu G Xi” (bu -—> <1) in X; when n —> co
and an E C'([0,Tn];X;)flCl([O,T,,];X,f'l) is a solution of (1.1) with
u,,(0) = (fin then for 0 < T' < T there exists a no G N such that, for
n 2 no, un = un(t) exists on [0,T’] and

sup ||un(t) — Mt)”, —l 0 when n —+ 00 (1.8)
< <T'_t—-0

2. T can be chosen independent ofs in the usual sense, i.e., ifu is a
solution satisfying (1.7) andcp 6 X;’ for some s' ¢ 3, s' > 2, then (1.7)
is also true with s replaced by s' and with the same T. In particular,
ifqfi E X? = fls X; then (1.7) holds with s z 00 and the same T.

Theorem 1.2. (non-periodic case)
Let r!) E .\'s(1112), s > 2 and a E C°°(IR; IR) such that a(0) = 0. Then there
exists T > 0 and unique u 6 C([O,T];X5) such that (LU-(1.2) is satisfied
with (Lu computed with respect to the topology of [is—((IRZ). The continuity
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of the map qb —) ud, holds exactly as in the periodic case. T can be chosen
independent of s.
We will adopt the following definitions and notations: First of all A and V

will denote the Fourier transform and it’s inverse in both the periodic and
non—periodic settings. No confusion will arise from this. Moreover, in the
periodic case we will write,
= [0,27r] >< [0,27r]

C°°(1R2)—— {1,1} 6 C°°(1R2):1/} is 27r — periodic in a: and y}
M°°—— {w e C°°(IP~2): (Nu y)dz = 0, y e[0,27r1}
(qfi, 1b), =Z(mn)ez2(1 +m2 +n“)¢(m,n){b\(m,n), where (15,1,t' 6 072°.

||¢>||s= (45 ¢)3, where 915 e C°°.
HiURz) = Wu“, = the set of all periodic distributions (15 such that ”qt“? =
= z... .,.Zz<1+ m2 + n2r|$(m,n)|2 < oo

X,i(lR2)= M°°II“3 =the closure of M? with respect to the Hf; norm.
In the non- periodic case we will write,
H’(R2) is the usual L2 type Sobolev spaces the norm of which will be
indicated by ||..||,
L3(1R’~’>'= (H’(1R2))A
X,(IR2) denotes the set of all f e H’(1Rz) such that

(eff) (6,17 )= —(.’—f€”)f 6mm?) (19)

endowed with the norm
Iflf = Ilfllf+|13;'f||3 (1-10)

7; (resp. 7:2) denote the Fourier transform with respect the variable x
(resp. y).
B(Y; X) = set of all bounded linear operators from Y into X, X, Y Banach
spaces.
B(X) = B(X;X).
C = C(., . .. ,.) are constants which are continuous and nondecreasing with
respect to their arguments.

This work is organized as follows. In section 2 we will study the linear
equation associated to (1.1) in the periodic case and present the proof the
theorem (1.1). While in section 3 we will repeat this program in the non-
periodic case.

2. The Periodic Case
In this section we will discuss problem (1.1)—(1.2) endowed with periodic

boundary conditions.
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First of all,

Lemma 2.1. : [fab 6 073°(IR2) then

/0 ”(waxaymx = o o s y s zrr

The same hols for w E H;(IR?‘) for s 2 k.

(2.1)

Proof: Let y E [0,27r] be fixed and apply Parseval’s identity to obtain

/0n(P(D)¢l($,y)dz = Z p(m)1$(m,y)'f(m) = 0

17162

since l(m) = 0 for m # 0,T(0)=1 and p(0) = 0.

Integrating the PDE (1.)l) over the interval [0, 27r] we obtain

/h02u(;t:c,:z:y)d =0

A 7ru(1f;1z:,y)dz : a(t)y + fit)
so that

Since u(t; x, .) is periodic we must have a(t) = O which implies

/0 dzu(t;x,y1= mt)

We can Show that (LU—(1.2) is equivalent to

8m — iP(D)u + a(u)0zu + 7/ dz' 0:11“; z',y) = gu(l)(y)
0

”(0) = (25

where

y)=21-/: dz/y)dz'Bj‘Wx y) +11¢(1[)y)

:G( “h”,
y)=)l/)2fl (ix/y)(zx'zfij', y)

(2.2)

(2.3)
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and li¢—— [kph/J, y) will be chosen later. Therefore, the solution of (2.6)—(2.7)
must satisfiy((.2 5). For (2. 6) we also have,

atflfl/jdy/Oz dxu(;,)t:z:y=i/2 dy/O27r dch(D u(;,tzy)

_ [0221344dza(u(t;x,y))5xu(t;$7yl
21r 27r z:

_7/ dy/ dm/ dx'8§u(t;x',y)
0 0- 0
21r 21r

+/ dy/ dzgu(,)(y) =O (2.10)
o o

by lemma 2.1 and periodicity. This implies fl(t) = constant, i.e.,

/0 u(t;x,y)dz = fi(0) = ¢(x,y) (11: y E [0,27r] (2.11)
0

We may consider , without loss of generality, fl(0) = O. In fact, if fl(0) 3:6 0
then u '= u(t;:1:,y) is a solution of (1.1)-(1.2) if and only if u1(t;:z:,y) =
= u(t;':r,y) —— £22115 a solution of

atul — iP(D)U1 + a1(ul)arul + 7/ dz’8§u1(t;x',y) = gul(t)(y)
o

“1101 = (151

where al(7-) : a(7' + £21?) and ¢|(m,y) = <1>(x,y) — ZLWMO), which is similar
0 (1.1)—(1.2) and fl1(0) = 0.
We also observe that fi(0) = 0 is equivalent to

/" dz cb(z,y) = 0 , y E [0,27r] (2.12)
o

and so we may consider, without loss of generality, the Cauchy problem
(2.6)—(2.7) where the initial data satisfies the constraint (2.12).

1. The Linear Equation.

As mentioned in the introduction, this section deals with the linear equa-
tion associated to (1.1), that is

Btu — iP(D)u + 7/ dz (Zia = Gu(,)(y) (2.13)
O

u(0;;r,g) = (b(a',y) (2.14)

We have
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Definition 2.2. Let A, : D(A.,) C X7? —> X7? be given by

Duo = {w e X2: 2 Immm)? < oo} (2-15)
(1n,n)EZ2

m(m,n) = { 04
l”(m) +7275] am”) 7"

7—53 (2.16)

where it) 6 D(A.,).

Remarks 2.3. From (2.16) it follows that
a: 27r a:

Aflb = —iP(D)1,b + 7/ dz'azzb — 21/ dz (/ (ix/8311.) (2.17)
0 7T 0 o

ifl/J G Xi, s 2 It.

Now, we can show

Proposition 2.4. The linear operator A7 given by (2.16) is the infinitesi-
mal generator of a strongly continuous unitary group {P(t)}¢eR on X2.

Proof: In view of theorem 10.8 of [12], it is enough to show that:
(i) D(A.,) = X0 which is obvious.
(ii) A, is conservative, which it follows from

A
~

712 Aw, AWL; = e 2 w(m,n>z (pun) + 7—> Mmm)
. m

(m,n) E Z2

m 56 0

= 0 (2.18)
since p = p(7n) is real.
(iii) I i A1 is surjective, since that for 1; E X2 if we consider 1b = ib(a:,y)
given by

$(m’n) = { Z(m,n) [I — i (Mm) +77lni>l_l m is (2.19)

A
belongs to OWL) and satisfies ib(m,n) + m(m,n) = 77, which implies
(1+ A1)?” = n, i.e., 1+ A1 is surjective. The case I — A.Y can be dealt
similarly. D

Renlarks 2.5. It can also be proved that P(t) : e'A" defines an unitary
group in X75, and u(t) = P(t)¢> is the solution of (2.13)-(f2.14) in Xfr‘l, where
(b E Xfr.
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2.2. The Non-Linear Equation. :

Now we will consider the non-linear periodic Cauchy problem (1.1)-(1.2).
Choose (1,1, in (2.8) to be

1

wmw=543wawammw (mm

where zbfl; E Xi. We can show that u = u(t;:r,y) is the solution of (2.6)-
(2.7) if and only if

u(t) : P(t)v(t)' (2.21)
is the solution of

8,1) + P(—t)(a(P(t)v)8,,P(t)v) = P(—t)hp(,)u(,) (2.22)
v(0) = (15 3

So, we apply the quasi-linear theory of T.I(ato to

£1) + A(t,v)v = 0 (2.24)

mm=¢ (2%)
where the linear operator A = A(t,r,[)), which depends on t E [0,T] and
11) E X3 is given by

A(t,¢)77 = P(—t)(a(P(t)1/))3IP(t)n)
1 Zn

P(—t)(a(P(t)1/))61/P(t)n) dz' (2.26)_ ; 0

In order to apply Kate’s theory we take X = X79, Y = X; and W =
= {77 e Xfr1||77||s <4r} where r > 0.
Our first step is to prove the following lemma:

Lemma 2.6. : A(t,1/))€ G(X, l,fl) with [i = fi(7'), i.e., —A(t,¢) is in m-
itesimal generator of a CO-semigroup in X = X}: which satisfies

(Awwhth—mwfinGC? Q2”
Proof: Since P(t) is unitary on X = X2, it suffices to show that (2.27)

holds for the operator a(P(t)z/))81. But
._..

(«Puwwanwo = (e3.a<P(t)w),w’>o z {Hazawuwmwuwné‘5
Cs 2z —7 sup ||a(P(t)1/))||sllwllo
“ lltblleSr

c. r

,z —7- sup uarnntnwné (ms)
“ IllesSr
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and so, we take g = Q; SUPllnIIsSr ||a(n)||,. This proves the lemma. [3

Lemma 2.7. Let S = (1 — A?” : Y = X; -—+ X = X2. Then Sis an
isomorphism on onto X and

5A(t,¢)5"l = AM) + 30,111) (2.29)

||B(t,¢)||s(x) S /\||11’||Y (2-30)

”BUN/0 — B(t,¢)||B(X) _S Hui/J] — ¢||Y (2-31)

for 11)’,1p e W, where /\ = /\(r), n = Mr) are constants depending only on r
and a.

’

Proof: It suffices to verify that

[S,a(P(t)1/))]8IS" e B(X) (2.32)

since P(t) is unitary on X, where [AB] denotes the commutator of the
linear operators A and B.

Using the periodic version of Lemma A.4 of [10] we have

I|[5aa(P(t)¢)]015"fllo S Csllaza(P(t)¢)IIs—nl|3x5'1flls_i

S 03 $25, Ila(w)|ls||f||o = /\||f||o (2-33)

where /\ = /\(r) = SUPHwIIsSr |la(w)||,. So we obtain (2.30). The proof of
(3.51) is similar. I]

Lemma 2.8. Let (Lip) 63 [0,T] x W. Then

Y C D(A(t,z/))) (2.34)

A(t,¢)ly e B(Y;X) (2.35)
The map

A(.,1,b): [0,T] —) B(Y;X) .

t H AWL/J) (236)

is strongly continuous for each 1!) 6 VV. For each i E [0, T], the map

A(t,.): Y —+ B(Y;t\) (2.37)
1b v—> A(t,w)

is Lipschitz uniformly on t, i.e.

”Amt!” — AU, ¢’)||B(Y;,\') S HHW — LDHX (2-38)

where ,n : M7") depends only on r and a.
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Proof: Since P(t) is unitary on X it follows from (2.26) that (2.34) holds
and for f E Y

||A(t,¢)f||o = ||a(P (t )¢)<9IP(t)f||o
< SUP ||a(w)||s||f||1 S flllflls (2-39)

wEW

where P = supllwlle<r ||a(w)||, and so (2.35). Let t,t’ 6 [0,T] and Li!) 6 W.
Then _

||A(t,1/))f—A(t’,¢)f||o S ||(P(— t)— P(—“W (P(t)t/))52P(t)f)|lo
+ ||(a(P(t)¢) — “(PU'WWIPO )f|lo
+ |l(a(P(t')¢)5z(P (t)— P(t'))f|lo —+ 0 (240)

when t' —> t, so (2.36).
For t E [0,T] we have

||A(t,¢')f — A(t,¢)f||0 S lla(P(t)1//) — a(P(t)¢)Ilol|81P(t)f||oo
S C,||a’(P(t)w)||°°|l1/J’— tbllollfll,
S C, sup ||a(w)l|s|lf||sl|¢'—¢|lo

llwllsS”

S MW — wllollflls (2-41)

where ,u = C's supuwnsy Ha(w)||3, which implies (2.38). CI

Proof of theorem 1.1 : In view of the previous lemmas, the quasi—linear
theory ofT.l(ato implies the existence of unique solution 1) E C([0, T]; Xi) H
flC'([0,T];.\’,fi“l) of (2.22)—(2.23) which depends continuously on initial
data. Then the transformation (2.21) gives us a unique solution

u e C([0,T];x;)flc'([o,T1;x;-‘) (2.42)

of (2.6)-(2.7) which, of course, depends continuously on initial data. For the
second part of the theorem we again follow closely the ideas of T.Kato in
[9]. For this reason we present only a brief sketch of the proof. It is enough
to consider the case s' > 3. The case 3' < 3 follows from uniqueness. lt is

easy to see that if 10 = w(t) is given
by2

w(t )= fun ) - (2.43)

where v = v(t)lS the solution of (2.2 2—) (2. 23), satisfies the following evolu—

tion equation

5210+ A(t )w+C(t)w = M) (‘2-44)
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where

A(t) = axP(—t)a(u(t))P(t) (2.45)

C(t) = 2P(—t)a’(u(t))u,(t)P(t) (2.46)

f(t) = —P(—t)a"(u(t))ui(t) (2-47)

where u G C([0,T); X;) is a known function.
Since v E C([0, T); X;) it follows that w E C([0, T); 2g”). Furthermore,

w(0) = qfiu E X54, because qfi E Xfr'. Our purpose is to show that w E
G C([O,T);X;I‘2), which will imply v E C([0,T);X,i') and so that u = u(t)
has the same property.

'

The proofs of the next two lemmas are similar to those of lemmas (3.1)
and (3.2) of [9] and will therefore be omitted.

Lemma 2.9. .' The family {A(t)}05¢51~ has a unique evolution operator
{U(t,T)}ogzgr§T associated with the spaces X = H5, Y = Hg in the sense
of [8], where

—s§p§s—21—s§q§s—lp+l§q (2.48)

In particular, U(t,r) : H; —) H; for —s S r 5 s — 1.

Lemma 2.10. : Let w E C'([0,T]; lift—2) be as before. Then

w(t) = U(t,0)¢zz +/0 U(t,r)[—C(r)w(r) + f(r)] dr (2.49)

Finally, we will prove part 2) of theorem (1.1). We have w(0) = d)” E
e X5” and (2.47) implies that f E C([O,T];H,’r“') C C([0,T];H,’r"2), if
s’ S s + 1. From (2.46) we can show t —> C(t) E B(H,’rl"2) is strongly
continuous in t, if s’ S s + 1. Since the evolution operator {U(t,r)}0<,<T<T
is strongly continuous on Hf‘z to itself, it follows from lemma (2.9—) that
(2.49) is a integral equation of Volterra type in Hfrl‘z, which can be solved
by succssive aproximations. Thus w G C([0, T]; Hf”) ifs’ S s + 1. We
may now repeat the above argument to obtain the general case. I]

3. Non—Periodic Case
In this section we will consider the Cauchy problem (1.l)—(l.2) in R2. We

will start with the linear equation and then discuss the non—linear problem.

3.1. The Linear Equation. :

In this section we will analyse the Cauchy problem

(0m—iP(D)u)r-+-703u =0 (3.1)
“(OJ-Ry) = Nifty) (3-2)
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We begin with some formal computations. Integrate the PDE in (3.1)
from——00 to a: to obtain

3m — iPU?)u + 753F(t; any) = g(t; y) (3-3)

F(t;x,y) =/ dx'u(t;x', y) (3.4)

where g(t; y) denotes a constant of integration (with respect to 33). Taking
the Fourier transform of (3.3) we get

dz+ip(€)fl —771217“(t;§,n) =§(t;€,n) (3-5)

Using the fact that the Dirac 5 function can be written as
1

—i£x5(§)—_- 2—7r/ data (3.6)

it follows that
510; 6,77) = 502916; n)5(§) (3-7)

Next, interchanging the order of integration we obtain

F'(t,,§ n) é/Z dy e—"w/Z dz e‘i5x(/ dz'u(t;x',y))

Zdye'my/oo dx'u(t;x',y)/ dare—if” (3.8)=217r
,

But

/00 dz e"€’= /Z dxH(('):r—:t)c"‘€I=

e—ifr'=pv<
25

>+vr6<¢> (3.9)

wher p. 1). denotes the principal value distribuition associated to the function
_(S ) and H(.r)IS the usual Heaviside function. It follows that(a
F(t;§,n>=——“I?" +—[é/ZdyM1: dz'u(t;z',y)1a(¢) (3.10)

Since in the nonlinear case we will be dealing with the solutions in H’(1R2)
with s > 2 we must get rid of the (5 functions. Thus if we choose

001 0°
.

V 27r(f29)(t;77) : —7712§/ dy e'my/ dz'u(t; x’,y) (3.11)
00

we obtain

g(t:y) = %05/ dz'u(t;:r',y) (3.12)
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With this choice, u(t;m,y) satisfies
_

7772

12¢+ip(f)fi+iT-fl=0 6750 (3.13)

Taking the inverse Fourier transform,

u, — iP(D)u + 733/ dx'u(t;z',y) = gaj/ dx'u(t;a:',y) (3.14)
—CX)

But

[loch/mum y>_l/_°°dxu<t;gx y)-

=%(/;d1‘"—u(;tx,y)/oodx'(;',))utxy (3.15)

I

so that with
—-

l I
I /

00
I I -a: If = §</ dz f(z ,y> —/ dz f(w W (3.16)

(3.13) becomes,

u,—z’P(D )u+7aja;‘ u=0 (3.17)

Note that BI” is exactly the antiderivative usedm [1]. Moreover,

A 1 A

(35'f)(€,77) = i—Eflffll) (3-18)

which justifies the notation introduced in (1.9). These spaces were used by
J.C.Saut in ([l3]).

Now let

Aof = —iP(D)f+73§3;lf
2

= (M5) + fizflennv (3.19)

Lemma 3.1. Iffb E X5 then Aoqb E HS".

Proof: Indeed,
T2. * ./d€ C171(1+fz+n2)’"'lp(f)—*r’—I2|d>(€,n)l"'S

R R f
2

C (i (h l 2 123—1
A

7
2 77_ 72/R e/R 1( +5 +1) (mayhem +|7€¢(<,;)|)

R R

S CHM”? + I](’)I-l¢,||f) : |¢|§ (3.20)
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Lemma 3.2. E0(t) = e“’4° (defined in the obvious way using the Fourier
transform) is an unitary group both in H5(IR2) and Xs(lR2). Moreover

am :m f‘lt—“L’fi-z-l‘lt—l = —A0u(t) (3.21)

in the topology of H5(Il{2) with ¢ 6 D(A0) where
2

A

Duo) = {f e H3<1R2>z lp(5) — 7%||f(é,n)l 6 L301?» (322)

and in the topology of H’_'(R2) in case qfi E X,(R2).

Proof: The statements about H3 are easy consequence of the definition
given above. It is also easy to verify that E0(t) also defines an unitary group
in X3. Now, ifd) E X“

u(t + h) — u(t) E001) —1
ll

h
— (_A0u(t))ll3—l =”T + Ao¢ll34 =
ihwo—wrfi 26 E — l

_ 77 .
= / df / dn|——,)— — we) — 7—>|2|¢><f,n>12 (3.23)

R R l f
and the result follows from the dominated convergence theorem. E1

Finally, we consider the regularized equation, namely

8m + Auu = 0 (3.24)
U(0) = ¢ 6 X, (3.25

where

Au = —/1A + A0 ,u 2 0 (3.26)
Let

EMU) = cm" (3.27)

Since (156 Xs ill" (b 6 HS and (Jr—WI) E H3 it is easy to show that End), u > 0
is infinitely smoothing in X5. Indeed, we have

Proposition 3.3. Let (1) 6 XS. Then

fl ,
1

. .

Ibu(t)¢|s+,\§1\,\(1+(2—M)‘\)'/2|¢|5 (3.28)

for all /\ 2 0, u > 0, t > 0 where Ki is a constant that depends only on A.

Proof: Same as that of Lemma (1.1) in ([4]). D
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3.2. The Non-Linear Equation. :.

In this section we will briefly discuss problem (l.1)-(1.2) endowed with
the non-periodic boundary conditions and point out how it differs from
the situation studied in the periodic case. We will employ the parabolic
regularization method. The reason for this is that we have not been able so
far to obatin convinient spaces (X and Y) and an isomorphism (5) between
these spaces which are needed in the Kato’s quasi—linear theory (see Lemma
(an).
Consider

0m + Auu + a(u)8zu = 0 (3.29)
M0) = (b (3.30)

cl) 6 X3(IRZ), s > 2. We will list a series of lemmas, most of which we will
leave unproved since their proofs a rather similar to those given in ([4]).

Lemma 3.4. For it > 0 problem (3.29)-(3.30) is equivalent to the integral
equation

u(t) = E,.(t)¢- [I dt’Eu(t — t’)(6‘:A(u))(t’) (3.31)

where A(u) = fey a(r) dr. More precisely, iffb E X, then u E C([0,T];X,)
solves (3.29)-(3.30) ( with atu computed in H"l) if and only ifu solves
(3.31).

Lemma 3.5. Let

AMT) = {f E C(l0,Tl;/\’s) 1 IEMU) — ¢|s S M, W E [0,Tl} (3-32)

where M , T > 0 are fixed. Then 3T > 0 sufficiently small such that the
map

(Ana) = but) — / dt'E.<t — t'><a.A(f>)(t’> (3.33)

is a contraction in rl's(T).

Thus (3.31) has an unique solution in .l’,(T) and therefore (3.29)-(3.30)
also has this property. Standard arguments show that this is the unique
solution in C'([O,T]; /\’,). Here T = T(s, |¢|,,u).
Lemma 3.6. u E C((O,T];Xoo) where, X00 = flsX, provided with the
natural Frechet topology.

Lemma 3.7. The existence time can be chosen independently of u.
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Proof: Since this is the most important part of the proof of well—posedness
we look at it in some detail. Due to lemma (3.6) we have
( u := u“, u > 0)

atIqu(tIII2 = 2(uI3tUI = 2(“I — uu8) — 2(uIa(u)uz),

-°s2(uI#AUI —
2(UIAouyIs—

2“( Ia(uquI

<2/dn/d§u(;nIt£,' (P—(fI "guano
_ 2 (“IGIUI (3.34)

Since 11(t; f, 17) = fi(t; —6, —77) because u is real—value and p(§) is an odd real
function, it follows that for each fixed (tw) (a.e) the integrand is odd in 5

so the integral is zero. Therefore

3tIIu(tIIII2 S —u2(uIa( I“ xIs S 2I(uIa(qu=Is|
S a(IIU(t IIIsIIIIIuOfIII2 S &(IU(tIIsIIIU(tII§ (3-35)

in view of Lemma (A.5) in (IIOI) and [1 is a positive monotone increasing
function depending only on a and 3 (see Lemma A.3 in ([10])).

Next we look at the behavior of ||a;‘u||§. Proceeding as before we obtain,
0zII05'uUIIIf S —2 (OJIUIO'IM (UquIIs = —2(3;1UI6;181(A(UIII3

_<‘2;I(aWW II I S II05‘uIIaIIA(UII|s S C'sei(IIuIIsIIIthIuIs

<(IU(It II IIu(t II? (336)

Therefore

atIUUIIf S fiIIWIIsIIUUIIf (3-37)

so that |u(t)|f S p(t) where whenever both sides are defined, where

0m = &(p'“)p
M) = |¢If (3.38)

From now on the proof of existence and uniqueness for generalized KP
should follow the same lines as those presented in [4]. The continuous
dependence can be established using the Bona—Smith approximations as in
[3D and will therefore be omitted.
Out next task is to show that the existence time T may be assumed to

be independent of s. We have established already the local well—posedness
for

But — iP(D)u + (L(u)0zu + vain—lain = O (3.39)
u(0; Ly) = (May) (3.40)
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in C([0,T,];Xs)flC‘([0,T];H’“3). Now, for s’ 2 s > 2 and (15 E X3: it is

easy to see

Ts, 5 T3 (3.41)

We will prove that T3 = T, for all s > 2. In view of (3.41), it is sufficient to
show that T3 = Ts0 for some so > 2.

Note that u = u(t) is a solution of (3.39)—(3.40) if and only if u(t) =
= P(—t)u(t) is a solution of

an) + A(t, v)v :_O (3.42)
v(0;x,y) = <15(x,y)

‘

where P(t) = e-f(—fP<D>+ia="33> and A(t,y) = P(—t)(a(P(t)y)8IP(t).
We shall prove that the existence time for (3.42)-(3.43) can be chosen

independently of s (which is equivalent to show T5 = Tso for some so > 4)
and so the same holds for (3.39)-(3.40).
Let so > 4, (15 6 X5, 3 2 so. Applying the operator 82 to (3.42) yields the

following linear evolution equation for w(t) = 83311“)

atw + A(t)w = O (3.44)

w(0) = ajqb e X5.2 (3.45)

where A(t) : 01P(—t)(r9ra(u(t)))P(t)3;l+ 81P(—t)a(u(t))P(t)=: A1(t)+
+A2(t) and u E E C([0, TSO]; X30) is given. We know that w E C([0, T]; Xso_2)
since 1) G C([0, TSOJ, X30). Moreover w(0) = 5sz E X34). It is our purpose
to prove that w E C([0,T,°];X,_2) which will imply v E C([O,T30],X,) so
that the same holds for u = u(t). To this end, we have to study the lin-
ear evolution equation (3.44), i.e., the evolution operator {U(t, T)}osrsg51,0
associated with the family {A(t)}os,§57~:0.

Lemma 3.8. The family {A(t)}05T5,Sno has an unique evolution operator
{(/(t’7')}OSTS¢STso associated with the spaces X = Xh and Y = Xi. in thc
usual sense, where

4—so§h_<_so—3, 3—soStho—2, k_>_h+l (3.46)

In particular, U(t, T) : X, —> X, for 4 — so S r S so —- 3.

Proof:
(i) A(t) is an infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigronp in
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Xh and for z 6 X,1 we have

(A1(t)z|2)xh = (Ah61P(—t)(0:a(u))6;‘P(t)2|A"z)o +
+(8;'A"0,P(—t)(81a(u))8;‘P t)z|a;1Ahz)o

= (Ah3x((3xa(U))3;’Q)IAhq)o + (Ah(3xa(u))8;‘q|3;‘f\"q)o

= (Ah(0§a(u))3;'ql1\"q)o + (Ah(3za(u))QI/\hq)o

+ (Ah(6za(U))0;‘q|/\h3;‘q)o

= (3§a(u)A"3;'q|A"q)o+([/\" 3§a(u)]3;‘ql1\hq)o+

+ (0mm)/\"qI/\"0;lq)owL (W3au( )]QIA”<9;‘ qo)
+(6ra(u)A"6;‘q|A"0; q()o+(W 8 a(u )165‘ qIA 8;‘q)o

2 —O<Stup ||a(u(t))||§ Ilqllx,,= —fi1||zllxh (3-47)
_ STso

where q = P(t)z, P(t) is unitary in Xh, commutes with 81, a,“ and A =
= (1 — A)‘/2 . We estimate the first, the third and the fifth terms as usual
while, in order to control the other three, we employ Lemma 2.6 of [9].

(A2(t)3.l2)xh = Warm—t)a<u)P(t)z|A"z)o
‘

+ (8;lAha,P(—t)a(u)P(t)z|8;'A"z)0
= (Al’(0za(U))f1l/\hq)o + (A"G(U)3:q|/\"q)o + (Aha(u)q|3II/\"(1)o
——(3 a(u)Ahq]Ahq))0+(([Ah, 8,a((u)q)]q|Ah0
+(a (u )0AthAhq )o+(l/\haa( ullMil/WI )o
+((u )Ahqla;wt))0 +(([A"a( u);1q|a ‘Ah rm)

2 — SUP I|a(u (tllllfoll‘Illxh= fllezllxh (3-48)
05¢<T_-'0

where we used the same ideas as above. Then, by (3.47) and (3.48), we
obatiu

(A( tz) lz )Xh _>. ”filllexh [3:[31 +fi2- (3-49)

(ii) Let S' = Ak'h : Y —> X be an isomorfism from Y = Xk onto X
= Xh. We have to prove that the operator B(t ):= [S, A(tt)]5 ‘ is uniformly
bounded in X = Xh for t 6 [0,720].

We observe that P(t) is unitary in X,“ commutes with (91, a;' and A =
= (l — A)'/2 and so it sullicies to show that

AM) [A‘’*a a( u( t‘))]/\ ‘0;' +A"(‘) [M" (imam/r"
_: 81( )+ 3.2(1) (3.50)
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is uniformly bounded in X0. For q 6 Kg we have

“Editing“, = IlAhazlAk_h,3z0(U)l/\'k3;1ql|§°

= IlAthlAk'h,3xa(u)lA'k3;IQI|3

+ Ilax'lAhaxlAk_ha 3:0(U)l/\"°3;'<I|l3
= IIAhaxlAk_h, 3:G(U)l1\‘k3;1q||3 + “MW—h, aza(U)lA'k0I—'<III§

Scsw mommmmnw 05tsn. ow)
05t5T,0

where we apply Lemma 2.6 of [9]. In the same way

Ile(t)||§(0 = llAhazlAk-h,“(WM—“Illa

= IIAhazlAk"h,a(U)l/\“kQII3 + lIBJIAharlAk_h, “UNA—hill?)

= IIAhazlAk"".a(u)]/\"°qllé + IIAhlAk“",a(u)lA"‘q||§

Scsw mommmmaw 05tsn. em)
0551.0

so (3.51), (3.52) imply that B = B(t) is uniformly bounded in Xh for
t 6 [0.5110].

(iii) It is not difficult to show that
a) Y = Xk Q D(A(t)), Vt E [0,T30].
b) A(t) G B(Y; X), Vt E [0,Tso]
c) A() : [0,Tso] —> B(Y; X) is strongly continuous.

By Kato’s linear theory (see [8]) , we obtain an unique evolution operator
{l/(t,7')}05¢571_0 associated with {A(t)}05¢5730. E]

It is easy to see that

Lemma 3.9. We have

w(t) = U(t,0)w(0) , 0 S t 3 TS0 (3.53)

Using this lemma we obtain:

Lemma 3.10. w E C'([O,T50];X,_2), s 2 so.

Proof:
We observe that w(0) = 034) E X54 ‘—) Xso_2. [f 30 S s S so + 1 then
{U(t.7')}0§¢§7-__0 is strongly continuous in .\',_2. Lemma (3.9) then implies
the desire result. El

Finally

w E C([O,T50];Xs_2) => 11 E C([0,T50]; X3) => u E C([0,T50];X3) (3.54)

ifso S s S 30+l. lfs > so+l we will apply the above argument successively.
D
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